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Abstract. Image denoising methods essentially lose some high-
frequency (HF) information in denoising. To address this issue, we pro-
pose an end-to-end trainable deep network to additionally utilize online
retrieved cloud images to compensate for the HF information loss based
on the the internal inferred results. In particular, the noise inference net-
work first infers a noise map from the noisy image and derives an interme-
diate image by removing the noise map from the noisy image. Then the
external online compensation is performed based on the intermediate im-
age. The final results are obtained by fusing the intermediate image with
external HF maps extracted by the external HF compensation network.
Extensive experimental results demonstrate that our method achieves
notably better performance than state-of-the-art denoising methods.
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1 Introduction

Image denoising aims to obtain a clean image from a noisy one and it is widely
applied in practical issues. Due to the information loss caused by the noise
contamination, image denoising is an ill-posed problem. Early image denoising
methods estimate and remove the noise based on local statistics of the noisy
image. For example, Li et al. [9] proposed a method that removes the noise by
studying both signal and noise characteristics under overcomplete expansion.
An adaptive denoising method for images decomposed in overcomplete oriented
pyramids is proposed in [7]. The sparse representation based method [4] groups
similar 2D image fragments in the noisy image into 3D data arrays to enhance
the sparse representation. In these methods, only limited local signal of the noisy
image is utilized for removing the noise.

For the purpose of better denoising performance, many methods are suc-
cessively proposed utilizing additional external data to bring more information
for image denoising. The K-SVD algorithm is used in [6] to obtain a dictionary
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Fig. 1. The framework of the proposed deep denoising method with online compensa-
tion.

that describes the image content effectively based on the noisy image and a high-
quality image dataset. Mairal et al. [12] proposed to combine a learned dictionary
from external data with self-similarities of natural images for image denoising.
Context-aware sparsity prior was proposed in [13] to facilitate the sparsity-based
regularization for image denoising. Dong et al. [5] proposed a method that in-
troduces the concept of sparse coding noise and try suppressing the noise over
a learned dictionary. Besides, Yue et al. [18] combined spatial and frequency
filtering with the assistance of retrieved web images to preserve details.

Recently, many learning based methods have been proposed and they posses
impressive performance. A random field-based architecture is constructed in [14]
combining the image model and the optimization algorithm in a single unit for
image denoising. Chen and Pock [3] described a flexible learning framework that
simultaneously learns all the parameters including the filters and the influence
functions from the training data through a loss based approach. Besides, a feed-
forward convolutional network (CNN) is constructed by Zhang et al. to infer
a map from the noisy image for denoising [19], which obtains state-of-the-art
performance. However, despite the impressive result Zhang has achieved, some
high-frequency (HF) information is still lost due to the ambiguity nature of
image denoising and the problem that mean squared error leads to “regression
to mean” [15].

To address the above issues, we propose a unified deep network that utilizes
additional online retrieved cloud images to facilitate image denoising. Specifical-
ly, our work first initially removes an inferred noise map from the noisy image
to obtain an intermediate image. Then the intermediate image is utilized to re-
trieve and align multiple reference images. The final result with well recovered
HF detail is derived by extracting external HF (EHF) maps with the external
HF compensation network and fusing the maps with the intermediate image.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 introduces the proposed
denoising method. The unified network is first illustrated and then we describe



the utilization of reference images. Experimental results are shown in Sec. 3 and
concluding remarks are given in Sec. 4.

2 Deep Online Compensation for Image Denoising

In this section, the proposed denoising method is presented. As shown in Fig.
1, given a noisy image Ĩ, we first derive an intermediate image It by removing
the noise map inferred with the noise inference network (NiNet) from Ĩ. And
then It is utilized for retrieving and aligning the reference images. There are K
reference cloud images defined as {Ir1 , Ir2 , ..., IrK}. Their corresponding aligned
images are represented by {Îr1 , Îr2 , ..., ÎrK}. For each Îr of {Îr1 , Îr2 , ..., ÎrK}, it
is taken as an input of the external HF compensation network (EhNet), which
extracts the EHF map Îrm. Finally, the extracted EHF maps {Îr1m , Îr2m , ..., ÎrKm }
are fused with the intermediate image It based on the patch matching results
between each Îr and It.

2.1 The Proposed Network

As can be observed in Fig. 1, the proposed network consists of two components:
the noise inference network (NiNet) and the external high-frequency compensa-
tion network (EhNet). The first component NiNet proposed by [19] is utilized to
infer a noise map from the noisy image Ĩ. As shown in Fig. 1, Ĩ is directly used
as the input of NiNet. The size of convolutional layers is h×w×∗, where h and
w are the height and the width of the input image, respectively. Except for the
last layer, there are 64 filters with the size 3× 3× c to generate feature maps in
each layer. c is 1 in the first layer and 64 for the rest. The rectified linear units
(ReLU) are utilized for nonlinearity and batch normalization is utilized between
convolution and Relu in the intermediate layers. One 3× 3× 64 filter is used in
the last layer to estimate the noise map.

With the inferred noise map, the intermediate image It is then generated as
follows:

It = Ĩ 	 ϕ(Ĩ), (1)

where 	 is the direct minus operation between Ĩ and ϕ(Ĩ). ϕ(Ĩ) represents the
process that infers the noise map from Ĩ using NiNet. The training loss function
of NiNet is defined by the MSE between It and the ground truth signal.

NiNet works well in predicting the noise map and removing the noise from
the input image. However, during the removal process, it also essentially leads to
losing some HF information, as shown in Fig. 2 (b). This inspires us to construct
EhNet to extract a significant EHF map Îrm from each aligned reference image
Îr for further compensation.

During the training process of EhNet, Îr is utilized as the input. In particular,
Îr is generated from the ground truth image in the training process of NiNet.
The settings of convolutional layers and filters are the same as NiNet, and ReLU
is also used for nonlinearity. Besides, the recurrent network is utilized here to



accelerate training. With the EHF maps extracted by EhNet, the intermediate
image can be enhanced as follows:

Id = It⊕̄ψ(Îr), (2)

where ψ is the formulation of the process that extracts the HF map Îrm. Id

represents the final result. The operation ⊕̄ represents the combination of It and
Îrm. In the training process, operation ⊕̄ directly adds Îrm to It. In the practical
testing process, the EHF maps will be utilized based on patch matching results,
which will be elaborated in Sec. 2.3. The training loss function of EhNet is
defined as MSE between Id and the ground truth image.

2.2 References Retrieval and Registration

In the practical testing process, we search for K reference images to extract EHF
maps for compensation. The method mentioned in [10] is utilized for retrieving
and the immediate image It is used as the query image. During the searching
process, the SURF detector [2] is first used to detect key points. Then a 144-
dimension vector that contains discriminative information is extracted for each
patch centered at the key point. Finally, the BOW model [8] is used for indexing
and retrieving the reference images with extracted feature vectors.

However, considering different scales and viewpoints factors between It and
reference images, we cannot directly extract EHF maps from the references and
add them to It for compensation. As a result, each reference image Ir is aligned
to It before we extract EHF maps. In order to align these reference images,
we first detect SIFT features [11] of It and Ir and match their feature points.
Then the RANSAC algorithm is performed over the matched points to find the
best homography transformation matrix. Finally, the aligned reference images
{Îr1 , Îr2 , ..., ÎrK} are derived from {Ir1 , Ir2 , ..., IrK} based on the transformation
matrix.

2.3 External High-Frequency Maps Fusion

After obtaining the aligned reference images, the EHF maps are then extracted
from each Îr by EhNet for compensation. As pixels in the aligned references
are still not exactly corresponding to those pixels at the same position in It,
patch matching is further performed to find corresponding pixels between It

and each aligned reference image Îr to guide the combination between It and
the extracted EHF maps.

Specifically, It is first split into
√
n ×
√
n query patches with 4-pixel over-

lapping. And then for each aligned reference image Îr, we search for its best
matching patch of each query patch within a search window. Since small patch-
es contain little structural information of raw images, patch matching results
with small patch sizes are not accurate. Thus we perform the patch matching
with large patch sizes. Considering that it is impossible for each large patch in It
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Fig. 2. An example of our denoising method at noise level 50.

to have an exact corresponding large patch in Îr, a method that adaptively ad-
justs patch sizes according to patch difference [17] is adopted for more accurate
patch matching.

Let Pi denote the query patch of size
√
n ×
√
n in It centered at position i

and Qi
j denote the matching candidate in Îr centered at j. For a query patch

Pi, we search for its best matching candidate patch with the minimum patch
difference within the search window of size 3

√
n× 3

√
n centered at i in Îr. The

patch difference between Pi and Qi
j is defined as:

d(Pi,Q
i
j) = ||Pi −Qi

j ||22 + ρ||∇(Pi)−∇(Qi
j)||22, (3)

where ∇ is the operation that calculates the gradient of the patches and ρ is
the weighting parameter that controls the relative importance of pixel value
differences and their gradient differences, which is empirically set to be 10. Then
the value of d(Pi,Q

i
j)/(
√
n×
√
n) is defined as the gradient mean square error

(GMSE) and Gmini is set as the minimum GMSE value between the query patch
Pi and the best candidate patch Qi

j . In particular, the value of Gmini is consistent
with the quality of patch matching. In order to improve the quality of patch
matching, patch sizes are then adaptively adjusted according to Gmini as follows:

√
n =


21, Gmini <= 400,

17, 400 < Gmini <= 600,

13, 600 < Gmini <= 800,

9, Gmini > 800.

(4)

Patch matching is performed at initial size 21 × 21 and will be adjusted if the
value of Gmini is too large according to Eq. 4. Finally the best candidate patch
Qi
j0

will be found.
After patch matching, pixels at the same position in the matched patches

between It and each Îr are matched. Note that since the EHF maps are directly
derived from the aligned reference images, the pixel-wise matching correlation
between It and each Îrm is the same as that of It and each Îr. For pixel p in It,
we define the set of its matching pixels in K EHF maps as Ωp. The final result



image Id is then obtained by combining It with the EHF maps as follows:

Idp = Itp +



∑
q∈Ωp

Îrm,q · e
−d(p,q)

100

∑
q∈Ωp

e
−d(p,q)

100

, |Ωp| 6= 0,

0, |Ωp| = 0,

(5)

where Idp and Itp are the values of the pixel p in image Id and It, respectively.

Similarly, Îrm,q is the value of pixel q in map Îrm. |Ωp| represents the number of
elements in set Ωp. d(p,q) is the GMSE value between the patches that p and
q belong to.

Fig. 3. Testing images from ‘a’ to ‘f’.

3 Experimental Results

We train our EhNet based on 91 images in [16] and 200 training images in
BSD500 [1]. The noisy images are generated by adding Gaussian noise with a
random standard deviation of σ ∈ [0, 55]. With the mentioned 291 images, we
first transfer the images to gray images. Then we generate sub-images at the
size of 50× 50 from the 291 images with the stride step of 25 pixel. As a result,
45824 sub-images are obtained for training. The learning rate is initially set as
10−3. As for NiNet, weights provided by [19] are directly used.

Table 1. PSNR values of the denoising results of 6 images at noise level 40 by different
methods.

Images BM3D NCSR DnCNN Proposed

a 29.11 29.68 30.45 30.61

b 28.26 28.48 29.05 29.26

c 27.20 27.57 28.15 28.15

d 25.90 26.67 27.09 27.27

e 26.39 26.75 27.31 27.43

f 28.69 28.99 29.52 29.70

Avg. 27.67 28.11 28.68 28.85
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Fig. 4. Subjective results of different methods at noise level 40 for images ‘a’ and ‘f’.
The regions with HF signals have been highlighted in the red rectangle and enlarged
for comparison.

Table 2. Average PSNR and SSIM values of the results at noise level 30, 40 and 50
by different methods.

Noise Level BM3D NCSR DnCNN Proposed

30
28.07 29.37 29.93 30.12
0.7599 0.8068 0.8232 0.8392

40
27.67 28.11 28.68 28.85
0.7490 0.7661 0.7844 0.7998

50
27.27 27.21 27.77 27.89
0.7356 0.7353 0.7529 0.7662

We compare our algorithm with different denoising methods including a s-
ingle image based denoising method BM3D [4] and a dictionary based method
NCSR [5]. Besides, the intermediate images derived by NiNet [19] are also shown
and named as DnCNN. DnCNN is one of the newest deep based denoising meth-
ods without using external references. The Oxford Building dataset1 is utilized
to simulate the web images. There are totally 6 testing images named from ‘a’
to ‘f’ for comparison, as shown in Fig. 3. The reference images number K is set
to be 4.

Table 1 shows the objective results of the 6 testing images at noise level 40.
Our proposed method has obtained the best PSNR values for all of the 6 images.
We also show average PSNR and SSIM values for the 6 images at different noise
levels in Table 2. Our method outperforms all the other methods at each noise
level in PSNR and SSIM values.

Subjective results are shown in Fig. 4. The other three methods all fail to
preserve some HF signal while removing the noise. On the contrary, our method
successfully extracts some HF information from the reference images and com-

1 http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/data/oxbuildings/



pensates for the HF loss in noise removal, which is well identified by the subjec-
tive results. Our method indeed achieves a much better success in visual quality
recovering the lost HF signal.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a deep online compensation network for image denois-
ing. With the noise map estimated by NiNet, we initially obtain an intermediate
image by removing the noise map. Then the EHF maps of the aligned reference
images are further extracted for compensation. The final compensated denois-
ing result is obtained by fusing the EHF maps with the intermediate image.
Extensive experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method can well
extract external HF maps from the reference images and significantly improve
the denoising results via compensating for HF information loss with EHF maps.
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